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BPC receives an order from a top US national 
laboratory for biogas technology development 
 

BPC Instruments AB (“BPC” or the “Company”) has recently secured a purchase order from a prestigious, multi-

mission laboratory that provides crucial science and technology to support various federal, state, and local 

government agencies, companies, and organizations in addressing the most challenging security issues within 

the US. Operating as a contractor for the US Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration, 

this national laboratory is renowned for its innovative work involving collaborative research with universities 

and companies. 

In particular, this laboratory has chosen Gas Endeavour® for the development of biogas technologies as a vital 

renewable energy source. The order consists of the delivery of two Gas Endeavour® systems, with a total order 

value equivalent to 673,000 SEK. The revenue generated from the order is expected to be recognized in the 

first quarter of this year.  

 

CEO Dr. Jing Liu comments: 
“As the foremost science and engineering laboratory dedicated to national security and technology innovation in 

the United States, our client leads a team of top-tier scientists and provides research tools and facilities to address 

the nation’s most challenging security issues. I’m proud that BPC’s laboratory instruments have gained 

recognition and established trust among scientists and engineers globally, owing to their high reliability, 

precision, accuracy, user-friendliness, and quality. This recent order serves as yet another testament to the 

effectiveness of BPC’s analytical offering in the biogas sector.” 

 

About Gas Endeavour® III 

Gas Endeavour® III is an advanced laboratory instrument platform designed for precise evaluation of gas 

production or consumption in both batch and continuous processes. With its fully automatic operation, user-

friendly interface, and high reliability, Gas Endeavour® III offers exceptional ease of use. The instrument features 

18 or 9 parallel channels, allowing for the simultaneous evaluation of a large number of samples. 

 

For more technical information about Gas Endeavour® III, please visit the related product page.  

 
For more information, please contact: 
BPC Instruments AB 
Dr. Jing Liu, CEO 
Tel: +46 (0) 46 16 39 51 
E-mail: ir@bpcinstruments.com 

About BPC Instruments AB 
BPC Instruments is a global Swedish-based pioneering technology company developing and offering analytical instruments 
enabling more efficient, reliable, and higher quality research and analysis for industries in renewable bioenergy and 
environmental biotechnology. The result is not only higher accuracy and precision, but also a significant reduction in time 
consumption and labor requirement for performing analysis. BPC Instruments’ innovative products offer high-quality 
hardware and software based on deep knowledge and experience of target applications. The solutions are the first of their 
kind, making the company a pioneer in its field. Today, BPC Instruments exports to nearly 70 countries around the world. BPC 
is listed on the Spotlight Stock Market in Sweden. For more information, please visit BPC’s webpage: 
www.bpcinstruments.com 
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